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Global Economy:
Divergent, Uncertain, & Volatile (DUV)
• Global divergences:
(1) Divergence between US vs EU and Japan’s monetary policy creates volatility of capital flows
(2) While EU’s & Japan’s growths remain low and China’s slow down, growths of emerging markets are picking up
• Uncertainties around Fed rate hikes, new US Government’s policies, Brexit, and Deutsche Bank will create greater
volatility going forward

Source: World Bank, East Asia Update, October 2016

Fed may raise interest rates a few
times next year
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Implications of Trump’s policies on
Asia & Thailand in medium to long term
: Trump’s Policies are US-centered
Impose higher tariffs and not engaged in trade
agreements (No TPP) or human rights issues
overseas (TIPS Report)

Possible trade war with China and other countries
which could both hurt & benefit Thai exports

Downsize US military presence & support in Asia
and disengage in S. China Sea issue

Possible rise of China’s power & security issues
dampens investors’ confidence in E. Asia

Supports use of traditional fuels (coal, oil)

Positive impact on coal companies but may
depress oil prices

Lower corporate income taxes for US firms at home

Negative impacts on the Thai economy, if some US
companies withdraw FDI from Thailand (unlikely)

Discourage immigrants including Muslims

Little impact on Thailand
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Europe: Low interest rate & QE with
volatilities from Eurexits & Deutsche Bank
•

•
•
•

ECB further lowered its economic projection of 2017-2018; Inflation projection remains lower than the target.
ECB will keep policy rates low and continue its QE package from March 2017 (but at slightly lower amount); Euro
continue to depreciate against
Brexit’s process will start in March 2017 and will take 2 years to complete negotiations and exit; until then there
will be uncertainties, volatility, wait-and-see, and low growth (mostly for UK)
Elections in several countries in Europe in 2017 – risk of exit from Eurozone
Deutche Bank remains a risk to European financial sector

Source: ECB

Source: ECB
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China:
Continued gradual slowdown
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Oil prices will rise as well as
agricultural prices
Crude oil price
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What do these mean
for Thailand over the next year?
Issues
Interest rates

Implications for Thailand in 2017
• Overall global interest rates remain low
• Thai interest rate would also remain low
• Capital flows into stock and bond markets will continue to be volatile with each

Capital flows

Exchange rates

episode of uncertainties – Fed rate hike, new US Government’s policies, Brexit
negotiations, news of Deutsche Bank, etc.
• Exchange rates will be volatile, mainly moving with capital flows
• US dollar likely to strengthen in 2017; Baht will likely depreciate against US$in 2017

(Consensus Forecast: Average Bt35.10/USD in 2017 vs Bt35.50 in 2016)

Prices

• Global oil price forecasted to rise by around 20% next year to US$55/barrel
• Rice and rubber prices to slightly rise, while sugar price to fall to normal in mid2017 (after bad weather conditions in Brazil this year have passed)

Exports

• With recovery in US economy, Thai exports to US should grow further in 2017
• Exports of goods next year could grow by 0-1% (-1 to 0% this year) and tourism by
5-7% supporting real GDP growth of 3.0% and 3.2% in 2016 & 2017, respectively
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Thai exports growth in 2016 will
contract less than in 2015
• Exports to the US and Australia have continued to expand in 2016
• Exports to other major markets started to grow in August, except for the Middle East in which exports
of pick-up trucks continues drop due to the new carbon emission standards (CAFE)
• Exports to CLMV this year has contracted due to stronger competition from Chinese products,
production of petroleum products from newly-opened refineries in Vietnam, and the setting up of Thai
companies in CLMV
Growth of Thai Exports by Destination

Source: Bank of Thailand with TDRI Calculation
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Thai exports will benefit from recovery in
US imports but less than others in Asia
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Thailand is losing export
competitiveness

Source: World Bank, East Asia Update, October 2016
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ลงทะเบียนที่ www.TDRI.or.th
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THANK YOU
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